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The alpha heating effect as an instability source on 
the Current Diffusive Ballooning Mode(CDBM) 
turbulence is investigated. The eigenvalue equation is 
written as 
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where -00 < 1J < 00 is the ballooning coordinate, 
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n is the toroidal mode number, q is the safty factor, 
A, X, J.1 represent the current diffusivity, the thermal 
conductivity and the ion viscosity, respectively. 
a = _q2 Rdf3 / dr is the normalized pressure gradient, 
S = (r / q)dq / dr is the magnetic shear. The alpha 
heating effect represented by F in the second and 
therd terms in Eq.(1) destabilizes the mode. The 
transport coeffcients are functions of averaged 
electrostatic potential given by[ 1] 
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where the bracket denotes the average over the wave 
number. If (¢2) is smaller than some critical values, 
then the square roots give pure imaginary values. The 
turbulent transport coefficients vanish in this region. 
The eigenvalue equation (1) is solved with the 
marginal stability condition (1m OJ = 0) to find the 
eigenvalues (¢2) and (Or(= Re OJ) and calculate the 
transport coefficients. Temperature and density are 
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assumed to be equal for ion and electron. Wechoose 
To = 20ke V so that F has the maximum value, on 
the other hand we set F = 0 for the quenched state. 
To compare the transport coefficents for ignited states 
(F *- 0) with those for the quenched states ( F = 0), 
we introduce the increasing rate of transport 
coefficients, 
A -A ~A[ %] = IGNIT QUENCH X 100, 
AQUENCH 
~X[%] = ~J.1[%] = XIGNlT - XQUENCH X 100, 
XQUENCH 
where subscript 'IONIT' means the transport 
coefficient for the ignited state, and 'QUENCH' 
means the one for the quenched state. 
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Figure shows the mode number denpendence on 
the increasing rate of transport coefficients ~A 
(dashed line) and ~X(solid line) in the case with 
S = 1.0,a = 0.2and n = 1020 [m-3]. In the low mode 
region where ~A becomes complex numbers, ~A 
and ~X fluctuate. This is due to round off error. 
Since the absolute error between the eigenvalue for 
ignited state and that for quenched state is very small, 
i.e., < 10-14 , on the other hand, the shooting code 
ensures the numerical accuracy of order 10-6, 
therefore, such behavior has no physical meanig. 
However, there is a tendency the alpha heating effect 
on turbulence becomes effective as mode number 
decreases. From this result, we conclude that the 
alpha heating effect on CDBM turbulence is 
negligible small. The energy confinement scaling law 
obtained from experimental database of non-ignited 
plasma could be extrapolated to ignited plasmas. Our 
result gives the index S = 1 for the transport 
coefficent for CDBM turbulence with alpha heating 
effect as X ex: (aS/2 F 1-S)3[2]. 
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